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ABSTRACT

The present study compared to the three perceptional conditions of tactile affection−tactile tactility, visual tactility,
and visuo-tactile affections−using psychological evaluation and psychophysiological methods. A comparative study
was performed to fine out the differences of psychological and psychophysiological tactile perception according to
the conditions of tactile  perception. Furthermore,  it  also aims to find out the important  fabric  factor  for  tactile
affection. Through the previous study, we found the fabric factors which influenced in tactile affection of fabrics:
weave construction and fabric pattern.  Total of six printed fabrics were developed by DTP method on naturally
colored organic cotton fabrics as stimuli. Thirty participants were placed by randomized incomplete block design for
the experiment.  For measuring psychological  affection,  questionnaire  was developed using a 9 points  semantic
differential scale. Electroencephalogram(EEG) was measured as a CNS response and electrocardiogram(ECG), skin
conductance level(SCL), and  photoplethysmography(PPG) were quantified as ANS responses.  According to the
results,  perceptional  condition  had  little  effect  on  psychological  and  psychophysiological tactile  perception.
Significant effects on perceptional condition showed only on “showy-plain” affection and  SCL response. Mostly,
weave construction was more important fabric factor to perceive tactile affection than fabric pattern. However, the
importance of fabric pattern also observed through the interaction effects.

Keywords:  Visuo-Tactile  Affection, Central  Nervous  System  (CNS),  Autonomic  Nervous  System  (ANS),
Electroencephalogram  (EEG),  Electrocardiogram  (ECG),  Skin  Conductance  Level  (SCL),
Photoplethysmography (PPG), Digital Textile Printing (DTP)

INTRODUCTION

Fabric affection influences purchase decision as the first  impression of the clothing products at  the moment of
decision making and continually affects clothing comfort and satisfaction (Bertaux et al., 2007; Ciesielska-Wrobel
and Langenhove, 2012). In addition, it is an important factor for the evaluation of the fabric and quality  of clothing
products (Bishop, 2010). Fabric affection is perceived through the five senses of human body. Among them, tactile
affection plays an important role for an affirmative perception of fabric affection  because fabrics are directly and
consistently contact with human skin. 

Tactile affection of the fabric is perceived by visual and tactile senses together or separately (Baik, 2001).
When both senses involved together for perceiving tactile affection, we called this visuo-tactile affection. We can
easily assume that the visual tactility, tactile tactility, and visuo-tactile conditions elicit different affection responses
from people. However, there have been few studies on this subject. According to Heller (1982), visual tactility and
tactile tactility provided comparable levels of performance about the perception of smoothness, but bimodal input
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(visuo-tactile) led to greater accuracy. However, Heller’s stimuli were aluminum oxide abrasive papers and no study
was founded on fabric stimuli in our scope. 

Meanwhile, when any emotional changes occur in our mind, our body reacts according to a certain pattern
(Cho and Park,  2012).  This  supports  that  the  psychophysiological  evaluation  which  measure  the  physiological
signals from a human body can be an objective method for evaluating human affection. Researchers are exploring
more objective measures of human affection using physiological techniques such as electroencephalogram (EEG) as
a CNS response and electrocardiogram (ECG), skin conductance level (SCL), and photoplethysmography (PPG) as
ANS responses (Cho et al., 2001; Cho et al., 2005; Kim et al., 1998; Laparra-Hernandez et al., 2009; Sohn and Yi,
1998).

The  present  study  compared  to  the  three perceptional conditions  of  tactile affection−tactile tactility, visual
tactility,  and  visuo-tactile  affections−using  psychological  evaluation  and  psychophysiological  methods. A
comparative  study was  performed  to  fine  out  the  differences  of  psychological  and  psychophysiological  tactile
perception according to the conditions of tactile perception. Furthermore, it also aims to find out the important fabric
factor for tactile affection. There were two fabric factors manipulated in the study: weave construction (3 levels) and
fabric pattern (2 levels).

EXPERIMENTAL

Stimuli

The six naturally colored organic cotton (NaCOC) fabrics were  developed as stimuli  (Table 1). Two snow crystal
patterns were printed onto coyote-brown colored fabrics which have three kinds of weave constructions by digital
textile printing (DTP) method (3 weave constructions × 2 fabric patterns). Each of the 6 fabrics was prepared in a 20
× 30 cm size.

Table 1: Specifications of the NaCOC fabric stimuli

No. Name

Type
Yarn
Type

Fabric Density
(2.5 × 2.5㎝)

Thickness
(㎜)

Weight
(g/㎡)Weave

Construction
Fabric
Pattern

1 P-SS
Plain weave

Simple star       
40’s

staple
120 × 70 0.6 112.9

2 P-RC Rimed crystal   

3 T-SS
Twill weave

Simple star       
40’s

staple
120 × 74 0.7 121.3

4 T-RC Rimed crystal   

5 D-SS
Dobby weave

Simple star       

40’s
staple

125 × 80 1.2 150.3

6 D-RC Rimed crystal   
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Questionnaire for psychological evaluation

The primary questionnaire for psychological affection evaluation consisted using bipolar adjective pairs which can
be measured on tactile affection obtained from the literature (Bishop 1996; Cho. et al., 2000; Lee. et al., 2011; Sohn.
et al.,  1998).  It was consisted of 25 bipolar  adjective pairs. An initial psychological  evaluation using 2 randomly
chosen  stimuli  was  conducted  to  select  the  appropriate  adjective  pairs  which  used  in  the  main  experiment.
Participants of the initial test were 30 students (mean age 26.4 ± 4.3 years) majoring in Clothing and Textiles. After
elimination processes by factor analysis, finally 14 adjective pairs were selected for the main experiment: “thin-
thick,”  “cushiony-hard,”  “light-heavy,”  “smooth-harsh,”  “soft-rough,”  “flexible-stiff,”  “warm-cold,” “pleasant-
unpleasant,”  “luxurious-humble,” “beautiful-ugly,”  “showy-plain,”  “static-dynamic,”  “feminine-masculine,”  and
“like-dislike.” Number 1-7 were the primary tactile sensation adjectives and number 8-14 were the secondary tactile
affection adjectives. They consisted of a 9 point semantic differential scale (SDS).

Methods for psychophysiological evaluation

Physiological signal data acquisition

CNS and ANS signals were acquired using a Biopac amplifier MP150CE and AcqKnowledge 4.1 software (Biopac
systems Inc., U.S.A.). As a CNS signal, EEG was measured from the frontal (F3, F4), parietal (P3, P4) and occipital
(O1, O2) lobes of the brain based on an international 10/20 electrode system with a linked ears reference (Jasper,
1958) (Figure 1). EEG measuring sites were chosen by Amedi et al. (2011), Grill-Spector et al. (1998), and Sohn &
Lee (1998). These sites are reacted by visual and tactile stimulations.  The sampling frequency was 250 Hz and a
bipolar lead was applied.

For the ANS responses, ECG, SCL, and PPG signals were acquired. ECG was recorded using a standard 3
leads montage (Lead I configuration). SCL electrodes were located on the index and middle fingers of the left hand.
PPG was measured from the ring finger of the left hand. The sampling frequency of ANS signals was 250 Hz.

Figure 1. International 10/20 electrode system and the EEG measurement sites in the present study
(red circled sites)

Physiological signal processing

EEG signals were firstly analyzed by FFT (fast fourier transform), and the relative power of each frequency band
was analyzed. Analyzed EEG frequencies were 0.5-4 Hz (delta wave), 4-8 Hz (theta wave), 8-13 Hz (alpha wave),
and 13-30 Hz (beta wave). The first second of all signals were discarded to avoid transitory effects and a total of 30
seconds of each signal was analyzed (Laparra-Hernandez, 2009). 

Then, normalization processes was carried out by using Eqs. (1) and (2) (Laparra-Hernandez, 2009). In Eq. (1),
X is the signal during the exposure time in each fabric stimulus and P is the signal before exposure of stimuli.
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Normalization 2 (N2nj) was carried out for each participant with respect to the maximum value recorded for the
participant in stimuli. This normalization (N2nj) was performed according to Eq. (2), where Nxnj is the normalized
value (with the first normalization) of the signal, elicited by stimuli “j”, from subject “n”. Nx n is a vector with the
normalized values (with the first normalization) of the signals, elicited by all stimuli, from participant “n”:

N1 = (X - P) / P                                                (1)

N2nj = Nxnj / (max (Nxn)), n = participant, j = stimuli                       (2)

HRV was analyzed from the ECG signals, and then RR intervals were calculated from each signal. Like EEG
signals, the first second was discarded and a total 30 s of each signal was analyzed. Secondly, LF/HF was analyzed
from the RR interval data by Kubios HRV (ver. 2.0., Biosignal Analysis and Medical Imaging Group, Univ. of
Eastern Finland, Finland). Lastly, the normalization processes were carried out using Eqs. (1) and (2). From the SCL
and PPG values, the mean value was calculated at each stimulus from 1 to 31 s. Then, the normalization processes
were performed using Eqs. (1) and (2).

Participant and experimental design

Thirty healthy right-handed female participants (mean age 24.3 ± 3.9 years) were recruited from Yonsei University
and their participation was compensated. Before the main test, Ishihara’s color blindness test was performed for
screening color blindness and two-point discrimination (TPD) was carried out for screening tactile paresthesia on
hands. Participants were placed in the experiment by randomized incomplete block design. A total of 6 stimuli were
evaluated by one participant. 

Experimental procedure

The experiments  were conducted in an anechoic chamber  under 400 Lux of  incandescence. Upon entering the
chamber,  the participant was instructed about the procedures of both the psychological and psychophysiological
evaluations for 5 min, and then electrodes were attached to the participant to record EEG, ECG, SCL, and PPG
signals.  A 10 min adaptation period was given to stabilize physiological  signals,  and then pre-stimulus signals
(baseline) were recorded for 31 s. Each stimulus was presented in a random order at a 30 cm distance from the
participant’s eyes under the local lighting by daylight desk lamp over the participant’s head (SS-460, Samjung Co.
Ltd.,  Korea).  Physiological  signals  were  recorded  during  31 s  of  stimulus  presentation.  The  participants  were
instructed to avoid speaking and to move as little as possible during the signal recording. Between each stimulus,
there was a psychological affection evaluation using the questionnaire and then a rest period was given (Figure 2).
The entire process took about 40 min per participant.
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Figure 2. Experimental procedure

Statistical analysis

A  single  factor  ANOVA  was  used  to  analyze  the  differences  of  psychlogical  and  psychophysiological  tactile
affection depending on perceptional  condition. Two-way ANOVA was performed to analyze the differences  of
psychlogical  and  psychophysiological  tactile  affection  depending  on  weave  construction  and  fabric  pattern.
Duncan’s  test  as  a  post-hoc  ANOVA  and  simple  main  effect  analysis  for  analyzing  interaction  effect  was
manipulated.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Psychological evaluation

Psychological  affection  was  evaluated  by  questionnaire.  The cronbach’s  alpha  of  the  questionnaire  was  0.749.
Single  factor  ANOVAs  were  used  to  analyze  the  differences  of  psychlogical  tactile  affections  depending  on
perceptional condition. Most tactile affections not showed significant differences except “showy-palin” (F(2, 177) =
5.594,  p  < .01).  It  means that  perceptional  conditions were  almost no effect  on psychological  tactile  affection.
Therefore, the results were re-analyzed using ANOVAs with two fabric factors (3 weave constructions × 2 fabric
patterns).

In case of “showy-palin”, Duncan’s test was performed as post-hoc ANOVA (Figure 3). It showed that visual
tactility and visuo-tactile were classified as the same group and tactile tactility belong to another group. It means that
showiness affection largely depends on the visual condition. 

Figure 3. Duncan's test result of "showy-plain" on perceptional condition 
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Two-way ANOVAs between weave construction and fabric pattern exhibited that significant main effects on
weave  construction  showed  in  “thin-thick,”  “cushiony-hard,”  “smooth-harsh,”  “soft-rough,”  “warm-cold,” and
“feminine-masculine” (Table 2).  Figure 4 displayed  Duncan’s test results. In the  “thin-thick,” each of the three
weaves belonging to the different group. In the “cushiony-hard,” “smooth-harsh,” “soft-rough,” and “warm-cold,”
differences showed between plain weave and twill, dobby weaves. In the “feminine-masculine” affection, significant
difference  exhibited  between  plain  and  twill  weaves.  Meanwhile,  no  significant  main  effect  showed on  fabric
pattern.

Table 2: A summary of significant main effects for weave construction in psychological evaluation

Variable
Thin
Thick

Cushiony
Hard

Smooth
Harsh

Soft
Rough

Warm
Cold

Feminine
Masculine

Weave

F(2, 174)
= 10.801

p < .001

F(2, 174)
= 16.639

p < .001

F(2, 174)
= 7.293

p < .01

F(2, 174)
= 7.725

p < .01

F(2, 174)
= 12.667

p < .001

F(2, 174)
= 3.506

p < .05

Figure 4. Duncan's test results on weave construction in psychological evaluation

Significant  interaction  effects  between  weave  construction  and  fabric  pattern  displayed  in  “flexible-stiff,”
“pleasant-unpleasant,”  “luxurious-humble,” “beautiful-ugly,” “showy-plain,” and “like-dislike” (Table 3).  Simple
main effect analysis for interaction effects showed that significant differences between simple star and rimed crystal
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patterns  largely  showed  in  twill  weave  (Figure  5).  The  twill  weave  rimed  crystal  (T-RC)  fabric  exhibited
significantly flexible, pleasant, luxurious, beautiful, showy affection and preference compared to twill weave simple
star  patterned  (T-SS) fabric.  In  dobby weave fabrics,  simple  star  patterned  (D-SS) fabric  displayed  significant
pleasantness and likeness compared to dobby weave rimed (D-RC) fabric. In addition, plain weave simple star (P-
SS) fabric evaluated less plain affection compared to plain weave rimed crystal (P-RC) fabric.

Table 3: A summary of significant interaction effects between weave construction and fabric pattern in
psychological evaluation

Variable
Flexible

Stiff 
Pleasant

Unpleasant
Luxurious
Humble

Beautiful
Ugly

Showy
Plain

Like
Dislike

Weave
×

Pattern

F(1, 174)
= 6.251

p < .01

F(1, 174)
= 5.254

p < .01

F(1, 174)
= 5.397

p < .01

F(1, 174)
= 4.887

p < .01

F(1, 174)
= 7.441

p < .01

F(1, 174)
= 6.375

p < .01
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Figure 5. Simple main effect analysis results for two-way interaction effect between weave
construction and fabric pattern in psychological evaluation (*p<.05, **p<.01)

According to the results, mostly weave construction was more important factor to perceive tactile affection of
fabric  than perceptional  condition and fabric  pattern.  Furthermore,  weave construction was important  factor  to
perceive the primary sensation such as thickness, smoothness, softness, flexibility, and warmness. In contrast, fabric
pattern  also  affected  with  weave  construction  to  perceive  the  secondary  affection  such  as  pleasantness,
luxuriousness, beauty, and preference. This seems to be caused that participants try to objectively evaluate about the
primary tactile sensation while imagine the whole image of stimuli about the secondary tactile affection.

Psychophysiological evaluation

CNS response

CNS  response  was  measured  by  using  EEG  signals.  They  were  analyzed  based  on  frequencies.  Analyzing
frequencies were 0.5 - 4 Hz (delta wave), 4 - 8 Hz (theta wave), 8 - 13 Hz (alpha wave), and 13 - 30 Hz (beta wave).
Firstly, single factor ANOVAs were used to analyze the differences of CNS responses depending on perceptional
condition. Any statistically significant difference did not observed among the perceptional condition. It means that
the differences of perceptional conditions did not affect to EEG responses. 

Therefore, the results were re-analyzed using ANOVAs with two fabric factors (3 weave constructions  × 2
fabric patterns). Significant main effect displayed on weave construction in alpha (F3) (F(2, 174) = 3.396, p < .05).
Post-hoc  ANOVAs,  Duncan’s  test,  revealed  that  clear  differences  exhibited  between  plain  and  dobby weaves
(Figure 6). Plain weave fabrics elicited larger amounts of alpha waves on F3 than dobby weave fabrics. Twill weave
fabrics were positioned in the middle of the other two weaves. It means that the differences of fabric touch by fabric
construction elicited the changes of alpha waves on left frontal lobe. The larger surface changes presented, the less
alpha waves appeared on left frontal lobe. 

Figure 6. ANOVA and Duncan's test results on alpha (F3) (F(2, 174) = 3.396, p < .05)
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Significant interaction effects between weave construction and fabric pattern displayed on delta, theta, and beta
waves in several sites of the brain (Table 4). Simple main effect analysis results are shown in Figure 7. Delta (F3,
P3, P4, and O2) waves were significantly higher in the twill weave simple star (T-SS) fabric than in the twill weave
rimed crystal (T-RC) fabric. Theta (F3, P3) and beta (O2) waves were significantly lower in the T-SS fabric than in
the T-RC fabric. Beta (O1) waves were significantly higher in the plain weave simple star (P-SS) fabric than in the
plain weave rimed crystal (P-RC) fabric. It is speculated that, these results related to the psychological evaluation
results. In the psychological  evaluation, twill rimed crystal pattered fabrics  generally evaluated positively while
plain and dobby rimed crystal pattered fabrics evaluated negatively.

Table 4: A summary of significant interaction effects between weave construction and fabric pattern in
EEG responses

Variable
Delta

F3 P3 O1 P4 O2

Weave
×

Pattern

F(1, 174)
= 5.502

p < .01

F(1, 174)
= 4.254

p < .05

F(1, 174)
= 3.832

p < .05

F(1, 174)
= 5.219

p < .01

F(1, 174)
= 6.365

p < .01

Variable
Theta Beta 

F3 P3 F3 O1 P4 O2

Weave
×

Pattern

F(1, 174)
= 4.095

p < .05

F(1, 174)
= 4.669

p < .05

F(1, 174)
= 3.235

p < .05

F(1, 174)
= 4.013

p < .05

F(1, 174)
= 3.369

p < .05

F(1, 174)
= 3.625

p < .05
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Figure 7. Simple main effect analysis results for two-way interaction between weave construction and
fabric pattern in EEG responses (*p<.05, **p<.01)

ANS responses

ANS responses  were  measured by using ECG, SCL, and PPG signals.  A single factor  ANOVAs were  used to
analyze the differences of ANS responses depending on perceptional condition. Among the ANS signals, only SCL
showed significant difference on perceptional condition (F(2, 177) = 15.297, p < .001). Values of LF/HF from ECG
signals  and  PPG  did  not  showed  significant  results.  Post-hoc  ANOVAs,  Duncan’s  test,  revealed  that  three
perceptional conditions were classified into separate group (Figure 8). SCL values were highly decreased in tactile
tactility (-0.462  ㎲),  slightly decreased  in visual  tactility (-0.191  ㎲),  and increased in visuo-tactile (+0.142  ㎲)
conditions. The result showed that the perceptional conditions can be distinguished using SCL signals. 

Figure 8. ANOVA and Duncan's test results on SCL (F(2, 177) = 15.297, p < .001)

The  results  of  LF/HF  and  PPG  were  re-analyzed  using  ANOVAs  with  two  fabric  factors  (3  weave
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constructions × 2 fabric patterns). The analysis did not show any main effect.  Two-way interaction effect between
weave construction and fabric pattern was showed on PPG (F(2, 174) = 3.524, p < .05) (Figure 9). According to the
simple main effect analysis, simple star patterned plain (P-SS) fabric had significantly higher PPG values than plain
rimed crystal (P-RC) fabric. 

Figure 9. Two-way Interaction effect on PPG response (F(2, 174) = 3.524, p < .05)

CONCLUSIONS

The present study compared to the three perceptional conditions of tactile affection−tactile tactility, visual tactility,
and visuo-tactile affections−using psychological evaluation and psychophysiological methods. A comparative study
was performed to fine out the differences of psychological and psychophysiological tactile perception according to
the conditions of tactile  perception. Furthermore,  it  also aims to find out the important  fabric  factor  for  tactile
affection between weave construction and fabric pattern. According to the results, perceptional condition had little
effect  on psychological  and  psychophysiological tactile perception.  Significant effects  on perceptional  condition
showed only on “showy-plain” affection in psychological evaluation and  SCL responses in  psychophysiological
method.  It  means  that  perceptional  conditions  of  tactile  affection  had  almost  no  effect  on  psychological  and
psychophysiological affection responses. Mostly, weave construction was more important fabric factor to perceive
tactile affection than fabric pattern. However, the importance of fabric pattern also observed through the interaction
effects. The study also revealed that weave construction was more important factor to perceive the primary sensation
such as thickness, smoothness, softness, flexibility, and warmness while fabric pattern also affected to perceive the
secondary affection such as pleasantness, luxuriousness, beauty, and preference.  Furthermore, it is speculated that
the left frontal alpha waves can be used to distinguish the differences of fabric weaves and SCL signals can be
sorted  the  perceptional  conditions  of  tactile  affection.  Further  study  needs  to  be  performed  to  find  out  the
relationship between psychological evaluation and psychophysiological responses.
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